Routine MR examination of the knee using parallel imaging.
To demonstrate the feasibility and the clinical value of parallel imaging of the knee. A pair of flex coils was used for the parallel imaging. Before optimization of the protocol, qualitative and quantitative analysis was performed by volunteer and phantom study. Two separate consecutive groups of 80 patients were examined with or without parallel imaging and compared with the arthroscopic results. Parallel imaging obtained a total of 164 images of six series in less than 20 min. Compared with conventional imaging, the parallel imaging appeared slightly noisy with an 83% relative signal-to-noise ratio. Demarcation of the cruciate ligaments and menisci were rated equivalent. For the patients study, the parallel imaging delineated ligament and meniscus pathologies with accuracies of over 93%. Parallel MR imaging of the knee enables significant reduction of scan time as well as preserving diagnostic results.